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New analysis approach for TSs 
➡  Event Calculus 
➡  Answer Set Programming

• Tools for automated analysis of TS specifications exist but they 
are “incomplete”:
- models generated from TSs do not cover all possible implementations.
- counter-examples to properties are missed.
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Computation trees are infinite, but ASP models are finite.   

How can we overcome this apparent mismatch?

A system state is a current value for each fluent together with a 
current position along each potential pathway through each TS.

There are only a finite number of system states.

In our ASP models, the end position of each finite run must match 
with a system state already reached further back in the same or 
another run.

From this other matching run position, progress must be made 
through each mainchart that has already started.

These properties are captured through domain independent 
integrity constraints together with domain dependent assertions of 
execution states per position in each potential pathway. 
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Bounded Verification

- TS may be vacuously satisfied if the trigger is never executed. 
- Useful to detect TSs that may have incompatible maincharts. 

Vacuity Detection 

Property:      The trigger t1 is never exhibited

ASP:            ← 0 [ lpoc(t1, P1, P2, R) : position(P1) : position(P2) : run(R)] 0

- Assertions required to hold in every state of a system (“safety 
properties”). 

- ASP solver detects violations by searching for solutions of the TS 
specification and the negation of the property.

Single-state Fluent Properties



Conclusion & Future Work

- Paper lays the foundation for ASP-based analysis of TSs and 
conditional scenarios.

- Achieved by introducing multiple time-lines and same action histories 
to the Event Calculus.

- Abstraction using a notion of “system state” allows infinite computation 
trees to be represented as finite ASP models.

- The ASP representation allows detection of vacuity and violation of a 
class of safety properties.

- Next step is to investigate more general forms of safety properties and 
“liveness” properties.

- Future plans include using inductive learning methods for revising 
incomplete or inconsistent TSs.



Thank You for Your Attention
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